To,
National Stock Exchange of India Limited
Bandra-Kurla Complex
Bandra (East)
Mumbai – 400 051
31st May, 2021

Subject: Press release

Dear Sir/ Madam,

Please find enclosed the press release titled “Airport Authority of India (AAI) Joins Hands with SoftTech
for its NOCAS Application”

Please take this on record.

Thanking you,
Yours Sincerely,
For SoftTech Engineers Limited

Aishwarya Patwardhan
Company Secretary

Airport Authority of India (AAI) Joins Hands with SoftTech for its NOCAS Application

The Airport Authority of India (AAI) is a statutory body working under the jurisdiction of the Directorate
General of Civil Aviation, Ministry of Civil Aviation, Government of India, and is responsible for
creating, upgrading, maintaining and managing civil aviation infrastructure in India.

The AAI issues permit guidelines for controlling the heights of buildings and other infrastructures near
the airport. The Authority uses the No Objection Certificate Application System (NOCAS) application for
processing the no objection height clearance applications for various construction activities in the vicinity
of airports. The Authority has set the objective to enhance and maintain the Software application to
expedite and bring transparency to the function of the issue of No Objection Certificates (NOCs) all over
India.

The AAI has selected Pune-based SoftTech Engineers Limited as its Application Maintenance &
Development Service Partner (AMDSP) for the Maintenance & Development of No Objection Certificate
Application System (NOCAS). While assuring faster processing time for NOCs, the NOCAS also ensures
minimal human intervention and 24*7 accessibility.

Under this agreement, SoftTech will develop and maintain the NOCAS Application for the next five years
and will also operate and manage the existing system of the application.

Sharing his thoughts on this agreement, Mr. Vijay Gupta, Founder and Managing Director, SoftTech
Engineers, said, “We’re much delighted for this association with AAI. This association charts a new
roadmap in the field of permit issuance for the aviation sector. The application serves as a single-window
clearance system (SWCS) for the AAI, and I believe our association will take this system to the new level
and will meet the objectives of AAI in significantly reducing the time taken for providing NOCs.
SoftTech has proven its capabilities on several occasions when it came to processing efficiency and
simplicity. We have done it with many state-level local bodies and cities in India, and with AAI we have
got the great opportunity to prove our capabilities at the national level”

